Using Story Telling as
Instructional Method
Everyone loves stories, however young children enjoy it the
most, because telling stories has been an effective tool to
nurture students’ imagination and cognitive activity they
make interesting images while listening to various ideas
from different people. Story telling also sharpens students’
active listening skills and fosters them to enact where possible, as young children would appreciate the storytelling by
performing it in front of teachers, parents, and caregivers.

Teaching by Storytelling is one of the important methods
used especially at early years and in primary classes, since
teaching at early years and primary years are more concerned
with moral education and character building, individual
rights, problem solving and decision making skills etc. Also
through this method students not only learn language I.e.
vocabulary, intonation, pitch etc. but also learn how to use
nonverbal communication such as gestures and facial expression. There are various advantages of using storytelling
as a teaching method, which participants will learn during
this session.
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